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A long slit spectrum
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A long slit spectrum: spatial slice
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A long slit spectrum: spectral slice
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Reducing spectra

 In addition to the science frames you will need:

 Bias frames

 A continuum lamp image (for flat-fielding)

 A line lamp (so-called arc) frame (for wavelength calibration)

 A standard star spectrum (for flux calibration)

 The continuum and line lamps are inside the instrument in a special 

calibration unit. They are obtained immediately before or after the 

science observation



Calibrations: primary reduction

 The first stage of calibration is to calibrate the detector, and the steps 
in doing this are exactly the same as for photometric observations.

 Subtract off the CCD bias signal, either as a constant value or as a frame. 
This step is not needed for photon counting detectors

 Subtract off the dark current, either as a constant value or as a frame. As 
spectroscopic exposure times are longer than photometric exposure times, 
this step is now more often needed.

 Divide by the flat field frame to correct for variations in the sensitivity of the 
detector.
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An ALFOSC long slit spectrum



Calibrating spectra



Flat-fielding (1)

 Flat-fielding is probably one of the trickier steps

 Uniform illumination along the slit

 Uniform illumination along the dispersion direction

◼ Need a light source with a smooth/simple spectrum
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Flat-fielding (2)

 The trick is to remove the spectrum of the calibration lamp and normalise 

the flatfield

 Not always possible to distinguish between broad CCD sensitivity features 

and features in the lamp
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Flat-fielding (3)
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Flat-fielding (4)
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Extracting the spectrum
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Sky background (1)
500

Background has contributions from many sources;

 Air glow ; strong discrete emission lines

 Zodiacal light ; mV ~ 22.-23.5

 Sun/Moonlight

 new moon : mV ~ 21.9

 full moon : mV ~ 19.9

 Aurorae

 Light pollution

 Thermal emission from sky, telescope and buildings

 Non-resolved astronomical background



Sky background (2)
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Sky background (3)
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Atmospheric transmission
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Telluric absorption (1)
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Telluric absorption (2)
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Summary: Background
506

 The background is a composite of many sources

 All of these are dependent on wavelength and their strength varies 
with time

 Some correlate with lunar cycle, airmass, solar activity cycle, etc, but 
many variations are erratic

 Background subtraction needs to be done on a wavelength by 
wavelength basis and ideally is measured simultaneously with the 
object exposure

 Some parts of the spectrum may be background dominated, others not 
; error propagation



Locating the object and sky
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Tracing and skyfit
508

 Evaluate sky background at each wavelength by considering the sky pixels around the shifting object

[if you are lucky, sky lines are well-aligned with the CCD columns]

 This gives you the fitted background value at the location of the object



Net signal: naïve method
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Net signal: optimal extraction (1)

 Optimal sum across the object 
profile considers the fractional 
contribution of a given pixel to the 
total light at that wavelength and 
weighs its contribution

 Profile p(y) is measured from the 2D 
frame and normalised such that Σ
p(y) = 1 when summed along the 
extraction region

 Optimal weights (minimising 
variance):

𝑤 𝑦 ∝ 𝑝(𝑦)/𝜎(𝑦)2
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Net signal: optimal extraction (2)

 Need to estimate 𝜎(𝑦) reliably from 

readout noise and gain such that Poisson 

noise and background subtraction errors 

are properly propagated

 Not only provides the optimal sum with a 

significant S/N improvement in the 

extracted spectrum, but also allows the 

easy flagging of outlier pixels due to 

cosmic rays or CCD defect
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Wavelength calibration (1)

 Wavelength calibration – a comparison spectrum usually of a hollow 
cathode discharge lamp, gives a series of emission lines of the gas in the 
lamp, plus  the metal or metals that the cathode is made from. 

 Typically the gas is a noble gas (helium, argon, neon etc.) and the metal 
is copper, iron or thorium. 

 Using the laboratory determined wavelengths of these lines a functional 
fit of wavelength against position on the detector is made. 

 In principal this is a two dimensional fit, although in practice the 
dispersion direction is usually accurately aligned with one of the 
principal axes of the detector (usually vertical on a CCD), so this reduces 
to a series of one dimensional fits, one per CCD column.
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Wavelength calibration (2) 

Extract the 1-d 

spectrum of the 

star

Extract the lamp 

(arc) spectrum



Wavelength calibration (3)

 Determine wavelengths of arc-spectrum lines and the transformation equation 
from pixel coordinates to λ

 Wavelength calibrate the science and standard spectra using the pix → λ
transformation
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Spectrophotometric calibrations

 Spectrophotometric calibration or Flux calibration. This is a calibration 
of sensitivity and efficiency, and is carried out in the same way as the 
photometric calibration, by observing a number of standard stars whose 
flux as a function of wavelength is accurately known, at a variety of 
airmass values. There is one extra quite serious problem.
 The slit size α is set so that the size projected on the detector p is of order 2 

detector pixels, this gives the maximum spectral resolution. α is normally smaller 
than the resolution set by seeing, so light is lost at the entrance slit.

 The amount of light lost varies between exposures, making an absolute flux 
calibration very difficult.

 The amount of light lost is also wavelength dependent, due to the weak 
dependence of seeing on wavelength, and due to atmospheric dispersion.
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Flux calibration (1)

 This is a calibration of 
sensitivity and efficiency, 
and is carried out in the 
same way as the 
photometric calibration, 
by observing a number 
of standard stars whose 
flux as a function of 
wavelength is accurately 
known, at a variety of 
airmass values. 
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Flux calibration (2)

 Flux calibration is subject to variable 

slit-losses since target observations are 

observed through a narrow slit

 A second reference star can be aligned 

to fall along the slit such that both 

target and reference star spectra can 

be extracted

 A differential flux correction can then 

be made by comparing the narrow slit 

observations with a wide slit observation 

of the reference star

 This requires the slit-angle to be fixed, 

and thus not be at the parallactic angle!
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“Final” spectrum
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 Velocity rest-frame: heliocentric frame

 Extinction/telluric correction

Now the fun can begin: velocities, abundances etc.

Flux calibration of the science spectrum




